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Audits of understanding and skills  Template H3 p1 
– for an individual dyslexic/ SpLD person 

For general understanding, use H2: CHECK-LIST ABOUT GENERAL BACKGROUND. 

 
My individual, personal profile of dyslexia/ SpLD 

Do I know what I do well?   

Do I know how I think well: 

 which senses do I use, when receiving information 

 do I need to understand something in order to remember it 

 how do I use my own motivational drives to engage with ideas? 
 
Do I know how to pause? 

Can I keep thinking clearly: 

 do I recognise the importance of emotional hi-jacking 

 do I understand cardiac coherence 

 what methods for maintaining clear thinking do I use? 
 

Do I know the pitfalls of my dyslexia/ SpLD: 

 what are usually glitches 

 what are usually hazards 

 what are usually insurmountable obstacles? 
 

What accommodations do I need? 

 

My regime for managing dyslexia/ SpLD 

Have I recognised the wide-ranging impact of dyslexia/ SpLD on my  everyday life and 
employment as well as on my education? 

Do I use the insights from my profile of dyslexia/ SpLD? 

Do I identify my goal clearly when having to deal with the effects of my dyslexia/ SpLD? 

 

My experience of dyslexia/ SpLD 

How comfortable am I about being dyslexic/ SpLD? 

Do I recognise and appreciate the ways my mind works well? 

Do the effects of dyslexia/ SpLD keep resurfacing?   
Do I recognise how that happens for me? 

Do I understand the levels of compensation?  

How do they relate to my life? 

How kind can I be to myself when I am operating in a dyslexic/ SpLD way? 

Can I explain to others what happens? 
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Audits of understanding and skills  Template H3 p2 
– for an individual dyslexic/ SpLD person 

 
Understanding how the mind works 

Do I understand objective observation? Do I use it? 

Do I use KNOW YOUR OWN MIND (TEMPLATE B2) to explore how my mind works (my THINKING 

PREFERENCES)? 
  

Do I use recall and check to develop the use of my THINKING PREFERENCES? 

 
Do I understand how linking information together increases the capacity of                

working-memory (pigeon holes)? 
  

How do I need to deal with the different stages of the MODEL OF LEARNING?  

 
Techniques for using the mind 

Do I use: 
mind set 
chunking 
key words 
recall and memory consolidation 
metacognition 
prioritising? 

 
Thinking skills  

Of the following list, which do I need? which are good enough for me?  
which would I like to improve? 
 

to be able to focus my attention 
and concentration 

to be motivated 
to organise  
to deal with time and               

time management 
to deal with space, place and 

direction 

to understand, and 
comprehend 

to read 
to scan 
to listen 
to learn-by-doing  

to write fluently 
to  speak coherently 
to take-action well 
to problem solve, 

including find the root 
cause of any problem 

 

 
Unhelpful learning processes 

Have I recognised ways of learning which don’t work for me? 
Can I learn by rote-learning ? 
Does subliminal learning work for me? Under what conditions? 


